
Virtusa application modernization on AWS 
Consulting Offer

Benefits
 ■ Reduce time to value: Align your resources, time, and  

effort toward customer rollouts by automating 
infrastructure management

 ■ Minimize risk: Establish a robust business continuity and 
disaster recovery solution

 ■ Shed technical debt: Spin up multiple environments 
simultaneously to test code without infrastructure constraints

Customer contribution
 ■ Provide key workload details: volume, users, peak usage 

behavior statistics, operating systems, and software (version 
and edition)

 ■ Give insight into upstream and downstream integration and 
interface points with the application and database

 ■ Share current Recovery Point Objective and Recovery Time 
Objective metrics and SLAs

Build your application modernization game plan
Get a clear picture of your application and database workloads so you can understand how to 

best run them leveraging Amazon Aurora and other AWS technologies. Then, create a business 
case and ROI for your AWS migration and application modernization efforts.

2 days | AWS and Virtusa-funded | North America

Get started

Map existing application and database 
workloads to AWS workloads using a 
Workload Qualification Framework (WQF)

Run the AWS Schema Conversion Tool (AWS 
SCT) to ascertain the migration effort from 
your on-premises databases to Amazon Aurora

Provide an estimated timeline, scope, and 
cost of converting one existing database to 
Amazon Aurora

Key activities

*AWS and partner funding available. Rules and restrictions apply., 
*Regional coverage available in North America.
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Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your business 

needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS Partner Network (APN) Partners 

that have attained AWS Competency designations. Customer ready solutions are 

based on architectures validated by AWS, include a combination of AWS services 

and APN Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators 

like AWS Quick Starts, and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN 

Partners, to accelerate your cloud transformation.

Solution Space

Virtusa is an APN Premier Consulting Partner 

and AWS Migration Competency Holder.

https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/migration/

